4. OPERATION METHOD

4.1 Explanation of Front Panel  (See Figures 4-1 and 4-2.)

- CRT circuits:
  
  POWER ...............  (3) Main power switch of the instrument. When this switch is turned on, the LED (2) above the switch is also turned on.

  INTEN ...............  (4) Controls the brightness of the spot or trace

  B INTEN ..........  (5) Semi-fixed potentiometer for adjusting trace intensity when in B sweep mode.

  (COS5041TM only)

  FOCUS ...............  (6) For focusing the trace to the sharpest image.

  ILLUM ...............  (8) Graticule illumination adjustment.

  TRACE ROTATION ....  (7) Semi-fixed potentiometer for aligning the horizontal trace in parallel with graticule lines.

  Bezel ...............  (35) For installing a camera mount in one-touch operation.

  Filter ...............  (36) Gray filter for ease of waveform viewing. Can be removed in one-touch operation.

- Vertical axis:

  CH1 (X) input .....  (11) Vertical input terminal of CH1. During X-Y operation, this becomes X-axis (abscissa) input terminal.
CH2 (Y) input ...... 18 Vertical input terminal of CH2.
During X-Y operation, this becomes Y-axis (ordinate) input terminal.

AC-GND-DC ...... 10 19 Switch for selecting connection mode between input signal and vertical amplifier.
AC : AC coupling
GND: Vertical amplifier input is grounded and input terminals are disconnected.
DC : DC coupling

VOLTS/DIV ...... 12 16 Select the vertical axis sensitivity, from 5 mV/DIV to 5 V/DIV with 10 ranges.

VARIABLE ...... 13 17 Fine adjustment of sensitivity, with a factor of 1/2.5 or lower of the panel-indicated value. At the CAL'D position, sensitivity is calibrated to the panel-indicated value. When this knob is pulled out (x5 MAG state), the amplifier sensitivity is multiplied by 5 times.

POSITION ......... 9 20 Vertical positioning control of trace or spot.

VERT MODE ........... 14 Selects the operation mode of the vertical axis.
CH1 : CH1 operates alone.
ALT : Dual-channel operation with CH1 and CH2 swept alternately. Suitable for observation with fast sweep speeds.
CHOP: The operation between channels chopped at a frequency of approximately 250 kHz of displayed channels. Suitable for observation with slow sweep speeds.
ADD:  For measurement of algebraic sum or difference of CH1 and CH2 signals, employing the function of CH2 PULL INV switch.

CH2:  CH2 operates alone.

INT TRIG ............ ④5  Selects the internal trigger signal source. The signal selected by this switch is fed to the A trigger circuit if SOURCE switch ②6 is set in the INT state.

CH1 (X-Y):  The input signal of CH1 is used as the trigger signal and the signal is connected to the X axis during X-Y operation.

CH2:  The input signal of CH2 is used as the trigger signal.

VERT MODE:  The input signal which is displayed on the CRT screen is used as the trigger signal. When in VERT MODE ⑬ ALT mode, triggering also is in an alternate mode and the signals of both CH1 and CH2 are alternately used for triggering respective channels.

NOTICE:  It is necessary to use TRIG LEVEL knob ②2 to adjust the level for obtaining the best triggering.

- Triggering

EXT TRIG ............ ②3  This terminal is used in common for external triggering signal and external horizontal signal. To use this terminal, set SOURCE switch ②6 to the EXT position.
SOURCE ............ 26
Selects the trigger signal.
INT : Internal signal selected by INT
(X-Y) TRIG switch 45 is used as the
toggle signal and also connected
signal when X-Y operation.
LINE : AC line signal is used as the trigger
signal.
EXT : The input signal of EXT TRIG INPUT
terminal 23 is used as the trigger
signal.

COUPLING ............ 25
Selects coupling mode between trigger source
circuit and trigger circuit and also selects
connection mode for the TV sync. circuit.
Note that, when in the X-Y operation, the X
axis signal is connected in the AC, HF REJ, or
DC coupling mode as selected by this switch.
(See Note 2 on page 31.)
AC : Trigger signal is applied through an
AC coupling circuit.
HF REJ: Trigger signal is applied through an
AC coupling circuit, with attenuation
of signal components higher than 50
kHz.
TV : TV sync. separation circuit is
connected to the trigger circuit, and
the sweep is triggered in
synchronization with TV.V of TV.H
signal at sweep speed selected by the
A TIME/DIV switch 30.
TV.V: 0.5 sec – 0.1 msec/DIV
TV.H: 50 μsec – 0.2 μsec/DIV
DC : Trigger signal is applied through a
DC coupling circuit.
SLOPE ............. 24 Selects the triggering slope.

"+": Triggering occurs when the triggering signal crosses the triggering level in the direction of signal increase (i.e., positive direction).

"-": Triggering occurs when the triggering signal crosses the triggering level in the direction of signal decrease (i.e., negative direction).

"+" slope  "-" slope

HOLDOFF ............ 21 These double-knob controls are for holdoff time adjustment and triggering level adjustment.

LEVEL .............. 22 The HOLDOFF time control is used when the signal waveform is complex so that stable triggering cannot be attained with LEVEL knob 22 alone.

The LEVEL knob is for displaying a synchronized stationary waveform and setting a start point for the waveform.

As this knob is turned in "→ +" direction, the triggering level moves upward on the displayed waveform; as the knob is turned in "→ -", the triggering level moves downward.
When set at the LOCK position, the triggering level is automatically maintained at the optimum value irrespective of the signal amplitude (from very small amplitude to large amplitude), requiring no manual adjustment of triggering level.

- Time Base

**A TIME/DIV AND .....**  
**DELAY TIME**  
(COS5041TM only)

Selects the sweep time for the A sweep or the delay time when in the delayed sweep mode. When this switch is set to the X-Y EXT HOR position, the oscilloscope operates as an X-Y scope with CH1 for the X-axis or operates in the EXT HOR mode with an external sweep input signal for the horizontal signal.  
(For details, see Page 28 and 29.)

**TIME/DIV ..........**  
(COS5040TM only)

Selects the sweep time.

**VARIABLE .........**  
PULL x10 MAG

Vernier control of sweep time (the A sweep for COS5041TM). The sweep time can be made slower by a factor of 2.5 or more of the panel-indicated value.
The panel-indicated values are calibrated with this knob set in the CAL'D position.

The pulled out position of this knob is for the ×10 MAG state.

**POSITION .......... 32**

Vertical adjustment of the trace or spot.

**B TIME/DIV ......... 33**

Selects the sweep time for delayed sweep (B sweep).

![B Time/Div](image)

**DELAY TIME POSITION... 34**

Vernier control of the delay time selected by the A TIME/DIV AND DELAY TIME switch 30, to finely select the portion of the A sweep waveform to be magnified.

**SWEEP MODE .......... 28**

Selects the desired sweep mode.

**AUTO:** When no triggering signal is applied or when triggering signal frequency is less than 50 Hz, sweep runs in the free run mode.

**NORM:** When no triggering signal is applied, sweep is in a ready state and the trace is blanked out. Used primarily for observation of signals of 50 Hz or lower.
SINGLE: Used for single sweep operation (one-shot sweep operation), and in common as the reset switch.

When the three buttons are in the pushed out state, the circuit is in the single sweep mode. The circuit is reset as this button is pressed.

When the circuit is reset, the READY lamp \( \text{27} \) turns on. The lamp goes off when the single sweep operation is over.

HOR DISPLAY \( \ldots \ldots \) \( \text{29} \) Selects A and B sweep mode as follows:

A: Main sweep (A sweep) mode for general waveform observation.

A INT: This sweep mode is used when selecting the section to be magnified of the A sweep, in preparation for delayed sweep. The B sweep section (delayed sweep) corresponding to the A sweep is displayed with high brightness.

B: Displays the delayed sweep (B sweep) alone.

B TRIG'D: Selects between continuous delay and triggered delay.

\( \Pi \): For continuous delay. The B sweep starts immediately after the sweep delay time set by DELAY TIME switch \( \text{30} \) and DELAY TIME POSITION knob \( \text{34} \) has elapsed.
A: For triggered delay. The B sweep starts when the triggering pulse is applied after the sweep delay time set by DELAY TIME switch and DELAY TIME POSITION knob has elapsed.

(The triggering signal is used in common for both A sweep and B sweep.)

O Others

CAL (Vp-p) ........ 1 This terminal delivers the calibration voltage of 0.5 Vp-p, approximately 1 kHz, positive square wave. The output resistance is approximately 500 Ω.

........... 15 Ground terminal of oscilloscope mainframe.

4.2 Explanation of Rear Panel

O Z AXIS INPUT ........ 37 Input terminals for external intensity modulation signal.

O CH1 SIGNAL OUTPUT ... 38 Delivers the CH1 signal with a voltage of approximately 100 mV per 1 DIV of graticule. When terminated with 50 ohms, the signal is attenuated to about a half. May be used for frequency counting, etc.
AC Power Input Circuit

AC power input connector ... [40]  
Input connector of the AC power of the instrument. Connect the AC power cord (supplied) to this connector.

FUSE ............. [41]  
Fuse in the primary circuit of the power transformer. Fuse rating is as shown in Table [44].

AC voltage selecting connector ... [42]  
For selecting the AC voltage of the instrument.

AC voltage selector plug ... [43]  
For selecting the AC voltage of the instrument by aligning its arrowhead mark in the corresponding position as shown in Table [44].

Studs ............... [39]  
Studs for laying the oscilloscope on its back to operate it in the upward posture. Also used to take up the power cord.
4.3 Basic Operation

Before connecting the power cord to an AC line outlet, check that the AC line voltage selector plug on the rear panel of the instrument is correctly set for the AC line voltage. After ensuring the voltage setting, set the switches and controls of the instrument as shown in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Setting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POWER</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>OFF position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTEN</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Clockwise (3-o'clock position)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOCUS</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Mid-position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILLUM</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Counterclockwise position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERT MODE</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>CH1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POSITION</td>
<td>9, 20</td>
<td>Mid-position, pushed in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOLTS/DIV</td>
<td>12, 16</td>
<td>10 mV/DIV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VARIABLE</td>
<td>13, 17</td>
<td>CAL'D (clockwise position), pushed in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC-GND-DC</td>
<td>10, 19</td>
<td>GND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT TRIG</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>CH1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOURCE</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COUPLING</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>AC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLOPE</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEVEL</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>LOCK (counterclockwise)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLDOFF</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>NORM (counterclockwise)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWEEP MODE</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>AUTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOR DISPLAY</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>A (COS5041TM only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIME/DIV</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.5 msec/DIV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VARIABLE</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>CAL'D (clockwise), pushed in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POSITION</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Mid-position</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After setting the switches and controls as indicated above, connect the power cord to the AC line outlet and, then, proceed as follows:

1) Turn-ON the POWER switch and make sure that the power pilot LED is turned on. In about 20 seconds, a trace will appear on the CRT screen. If no trace appears even after about 60 seconds, repeat the switch and control settings as shown in the above table.

2) Adjust the trace to an appropriate brightness and to the sharpest image with the INTEN control and FOCUS control.

3) Align the trace with the horizontal center line of graticule by adjusting the CH1 POSITION control and TRACE ROTATION control (screwdriver adjustment).

4) Connect the probe (in the 10:1 division ratio, supplied) to the CH1 INPUT terminal, and apply the 0.5 Vp-p CALIBRATOR signal to the probe tip.

5) Set the AC-GND-DC switch in the AC state. A waveform as shown in Figure 4-4 will be displayed on the CRT screen.

6) Adjust the FOCUS control until the sharpest trace image becomes available.
7) For signal viewing, adjust the VOLTS/DIV switch and TIME/DIV switch to appropriate positions so that the signal waveform is displayed with an appropriate amplitude and an appropriate number of peaks.

8) Adjust the \( \uparrow \) POSITION and \( \downarrow \) POSITION controls to appropriate positions so that the displayed waveform is aligned with the graticule and the voltage (Vp-p) and period (T) can be read as desired.

The above procedure is the basic operating procedure of the oscilloscope for single-channel operation with CH1. Single-channel operation with CH2 also can be made in a similar manner. Further operation methods are explained in the subsequent paragraphs.

4.4 Dual-channel Operation

For dual-channel operation, set the CHOP/ALT button in the CHOP or ALT mode as required.

When in the CHOP mode, the channel signals are chopped in sequence at a rate of about 4 \( \mu \)sec (250 kHz). Dual-channel traces are simultaneously displayed in a time-slicing method. When signal frequencies are high, the waveforms may be displayed with dotted lines. In such cases the ALT mode should be used.

When in the ALT mode, one channel is displayed for an entire sweep, then the next channel is displayed for an entire sweep. This mode is used primarily for display of high frequency signals at fast sweep speeds. At very low sweep speeds, signals are displayed alternately. In such cases the CHOP mode should be used.
4.5 ADD Operation

An algebraic sum of the CH1 and CH2 signals can be displayed on the screen by setting the VERT MODE switch in the ADD position. The displayed signal becomes the difference between CH1 and CH2 signals if the CH2 POSITION knob is pulled out (PULL INV).

For accurate addition or subtraction, it is a prerequisite that the sensitivities of the two channels be adjusted accurately at the same value by means of the VARIABLE knobs. Vertical positioning can be made with the POSITION knob of either channels. In view of the linearities of the vertical amplifiers, it is most advantageous to set both knobs in their mid-positions.

4.6 X-Y Operation and EXT HOR Operation

When the TIME/DIV switch is set at the X-Y EXT HOR position, the internal sweep circuit is disconnected and the trace in the horizontal direction is driven by the signal selected by the SOURCE switch. When the INT TRIG 45 switch is set to the CH1 X-Y and SOURCE 26 switch to the INT X-Y position, the oscilloscope operates as an X-Y scope with the CH1 signal for the X-axis; when it is set to the EXT position, the oscilloscope operates in the EXT HOR (external sweep) mode.

o X-Y operation

The X-Y mode is operated with the VERT MODE switch selected for CH2 X-Y and the TIME/DIV switch in the fully counter clockwise position. CH1 becomes the X axis while CH2 becomes the Y axis, whose position is controlled by the horizontal position knob. The bandwidth of the X axis becomes DC to 2 MHz (-3 dB).
Figure 4-5

Note: When high frequency signals are displayed in the X-Y operation, pay attention to the frequency bandwidths of the phase difference between X and Y axes.

o EXT HOR (external sweep) operation

The external signal applied through the EXT HOR terminal drives the X axis. The Y axis is controlled with any channel or channels as selected by the VERT MODE switch. When the DUAL mode is selected by the switch, both CH1 and CH2 signals are displayed in the CHOP mode.

Figure 4-6 Dual-channel X-Y operation
Proper triggering is essential for efficient operation of an oscilloscope. The user of the oscilloscope must make himself thoroughly familiar with the triggering functions and procedures.

(1) Function of INT TRIG (internal trigger) switch:

The signals applied to the input terminals of CH1, CH2 are picked off from respective preamplifiers in order to be used as internal trigger signals. The INT TRIG switch selects these signals. The selected signals are sent to the A trigger circuit through the SOURCE switch. The relationships of these circuits are shown in the block diagram of Figure 4-7.
With the INT TRIG switch the internal trigger signal can be selected as follows.

CH1 : Input signal of CH1  
CH2 : Input signal of CH2  
VERT MODE: All signals being displayed on screen

As can be seen in the block diagram, the triggering circuits are designed with certain relationships to the vertical mode selector switches. These relationships are shown in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODE</th>
<th>CH1</th>
<th>ALT</th>
<th>CHOP</th>
<th>ADD</th>
<th>CH2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INT TRIG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Triggered by CH1 signal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Triggered by CH2 signal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERT MODE</td>
<td>Triggered by CH1 sig.</td>
<td>Notes</td>
<td>Triggered by CH1 sig.</td>
<td>Triggered by CH1 sig.</td>
<td>Triggered by CH2 sig.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: 1. When in the VERT mode trigger function, signals of CH1, CH2 use the same trigger circuit alternately. Therefore, these signals must cross the same trigger level. Pay attention to the DC components of these signals. It is necessary to use TRIG LEVEL knob and DC trig coupling for best triggering.

2. Note that jitter may be produced when the sweep speed is slow if the SOURCE switch is set for AC coupling.

3. The VERT MODE trigger function for vertical modes is effective only when in the single-channel operation and when in the ALT-mode dual-channel operation. It is not effective when in the CHOP mode.
(2) Function of SOURCE switch:

To display a stationary pattern on the CRT screen, the displayed signal itself or a trigger signal which has a time relationship with the displayed signal is required to be applied to the trigger circuit. The SOURCE switch selects such a trigger source.

INT: This internal trigger method is used most commonly. The signal applied to the vertical input terminal (the measured signal) is branched off from a point in the amplifier circuit and is fed to the trigger circuit through the INT TRIG switch. Since the trigger signal is the measured signal itself, a very stable waveform can be readily displayed on the CRT screen.

LINE: The AC power line frequency signal is used as the trigger signal. This method is effective when the measured signal has a relationship with the AC line frequency, especially for measurements of low level AC noise of audio circuits, thyristor circuits, etc.

EXT: The sweep is triggered with an external signal applied to the external trigger input terminal. An external signal which has a periodic relationship with respect to the measured signal is used. Since the measured signal (vertical input signal) is not used as the trigger signal, the waveform display can be done independent of the measured signal.
(3) Functions of COUPLING switch:

This switch is used to select the coupling of the triggering signal to the trigger circuit in accordance with the characteristics of the measured signal.

AC: This coupling is used for AC triggering which is used most commonly. As the triggering signal is applied to the trigger circuit through an AC coupling circuit, stable triggering can be attained without being affected by the DC component of the input signal. The low-range cut off frequency is 10 Hz (-3 dB).

When the ALT trigger mode is used and the sweep speed is slow, jitter may be produced. In such a case, use the DC mode.

HF REJ: The triggering signal is fed to the trigger circuit through an AC coupling circuit and a low pass filter (approximately 50 kHz, -3 dB). The higher components of the trigger signal are rejected through the low pass filter and the lower components alone of the trigger signal are applied to the trigger circuit.

TV: This coupling is used for TV triggering for observation of TV video signals. The triggering signal is AC-coupled and fed via the trigger circuit (level circuit) to the TV sync separator circuit. The separator circuit picks off the sync signal, which is used to trigger the sweep. Thus, the video signal can be displayed very stably.
Being linked to the TIME/DIV switch, the sweep speed is switched for TV.V and TV.H as follows:

TV.V: 0.5 sec - 0.1 msec
TV.H: 50 µsec - 0.2 µsec

The SLOPE switch should be set in conformity with the video signal as shown in Figure 4-8.

![SLOPE Diagram](image)

Figure 4-8

DC: The triggering signal is DC-coupled to the trigger circuit. This mode is used when triggering is desired with the DC component of the triggering signal or when a very low frequency signal or a signal of large duty cycle ratio is needed to be displayed.

(4) Functions of SLOPE switch:

This switch selects the slope (polarity) of the triggering signal.

"+": When set in the "+" state, triggering occurs as the triggering signal crosses the triggering level in the direction of signal increase (i.e, positive direction).
"-" : When set in the "-" state, triggering occurs as the triggering signal crosses the triggering level in the direction of signal decrease (i.e., negative direction).

![Positive-going slope](image)

![Negative-going slope](image)

Figure 4-9

(5) Functions of LEVEL (LOCK) control:

The function of this control is to adjust the triggering level and display a stationary image. At the instant of the triggering signal crossing the triggering level set by this control, the sweep is triggered and a waveform is displayed on the screen.

The trigger level changes in the positive direction (upward) as this control knob is turned clockwise and it changes in the negative direction (downward) as the knob is turned counterclockwise. The rate of change is set as shown in Figure 4-10.

![Figure 4-10](image)
LEVEL LOCK

When the LEVEL knob is set at the LEVEL LOCK position, the triggering level is automatically maintained within the amplitude of the triggering signal and stable triggering is made without requiring level adjustment (although jitter may not be suppressed during the ALT mode operation). This automatic level lock function is effective when the signal amplitude on the screen or the input voltage of the external triggering signal is within the following range:

50 Hz - 10 MHz: 1.0 DIV (0.15 V) or less
50 Hz - 40 MHz: 2.0 DIV (0.25 V) or less

(6) Functions of HOLD OFF control:

When the measured signal has a complex waveform with two or more repetition frequencies (periods), triggering with the above-mentioned LEVEL control alone may not be sufficient for attaining a stable waveform display. In such a case, the sweep can be stably synchronized to the measured signal waveform by adjusting the HOLD OFF time (sweep pause time) of the sweep waveform. The control covers at least the time of one full sweep, for sweeps faster than 0.2 sec/DIV.

Figure 4-11 1 shows a case for HOLD OFF knob at the NORM position. Various different waveforms are overlapped on the screen, making the signal observation unsuccessful.

Figure 4-11 2 shows a case in which the undesirable portion of the signal is held off. The same waveforms are displayed on the screen without overlapping.
4.8 Single-sweep Operation

Non-repetitive signals and one-shot transient signals can hardly be observed on the screen with the regular repetitive sweep operation. Such signals can be measured by displaying them in the single-sweep mode on the screen and photographing them.

Measurement of non-repetitive signal:

(1) Set the SWEEP MODE at the NORM position.

(2) Apply the measured signal to the vertical input terminal and adjust the triggering level.

(3) Set the SWEEP MODE at the SINGLE position (the three pushbutton switches are pushed out).
(4) Press the RESET button. The sweep will run only for one cycle and measured signal will be displayed only once on the screen.

- Measurement of one-shot signal:

(1) Set the SWEEP MODE at the NORM position.

(2) Apply the calibration output signal to the vertical input terminal, and adjust the triggering level at a value corresponding to the predicted amplitude of the measured signal.

(3) Set the SWEEP MODE at the SINGLE position. Apply the measured signal, instead of the calibration signal, to the vertical input terminal.

(4) Depress the RESET button. The sweep circuit will become in the ready state and the READY lamp will light on.

(5) As the one-shot signal occurs in the input circuit, the sweep runs only for one cycle and the one-shot signal is displayed on the CRT screen.

The single-sweep operation can be done also with a INTEN B sweep. However, it cannot be done in the dual-channel ALT mode operation. For dual-channel one-sweep operation, use the CHOP mode.

4.9 Sweep Magnification

When a certain position of the displayed waveform is needed to be expanded timewise, a faster sweep speed may be used. However, if the required portion is far away from the starting point of the sweep, the required portion may run off the CRT screen. In such a case, pull out (set in the x10 MAG state) the sweep VARIABLE KNOB ③1). When this is done, the displayed waveform is expanded by 10 times to right or left with the center of screen at the center of expansion.
The sweep time during the magnification operation is obtained as follows:

(Value indicated by TIME/DIV switch) × 1/10

Thus, the unmagnified maximum sweep speed (0.2 µsec/DIV) can be made faster with magnification as follows:

0.2 µsec/DIV × 1/10 = 20 nsec/DIV

When the sweep is magnified and the sweep speed has become faster than 0.2 µsec/DIV, the trace may become darker. In such a case, the displayed waveform should be expanded in the B sweep mode explained in the subsequent paragraphs (COS5041TM only).

4.10 Waveform Magnification with Delayed Sweep (COS5041TM only).

With sweep magnification of the preceding paragraph, although the magnification method is simple, the magnification ratio is limited at 10. With the delayed sweep method of this paragraph, on the other hand, the sweep can be expanded for a wide range from several times to several thousand times according to the ratio between A sweep time and B sweep time.
As the measured signal frequency becomes high and the A sweep range for the non-expanded signal becomes higher, the available expansion ratio becomes smaller. Furthermore, as the magnification ratio becomes larger, the trace intensity becomes lower and the delay jitter increases. To cope with these situations, a continuously-variable delay circuit and a triggered delay circuit are incorporated into the oscilloscope.

(1) Continuously-variably delay:

Set the HOR DISPLAY switch to A and display the signal waveform with the A sweep in the regular operation method.

Next, set the B TIME/DIV switch at a position faster by several steps than the A TIME/DIV switch.

After ensuring that the B TRIG'D button of the HOR DISPLAY switch is at the pushed out position (□), turn the HOR DISPLAY switch to the A INTEN position. A portion of the displayed waveform will be accentuated as shown in Figure 4-13, indicating the state ready for delayed sweep. The portion of the accentuated brightness indicates the section corresponding to the B sweep time (DELAYED SWEEP). This portion is expanded on the B sweep.

The period from the start of the A sweep to that of the B sweep (the period to the start of trace accentuation) is called "SEEP DELAY TIME." This period is continuously variable by means of the DELAY TIME POSITION knob.

Next, change the HOR DISPLAY switch to the B position. The B sweep time will be expanded for the full span of the CRT screen as shown in Figure 4-14.

The B sweep time is set by the B TIME/DIV switch and the magnification ratio becomes as follows:

\[
\text{Magnification ratio} = \frac{\text{A TIME/DIV indication}}{\text{B TIME/DIV indication}}
\]
(2) Triggered delay:

When the displayed waveform is magnified by 100 times or higher in the above-mentioned continuous delay method, delay jitter is produced. To suppress the jitter, the triggered delay method may be used.

With the triggered delay, delay jitter is reduced by triggering the B sweep again after a sweep delay time as effected by the continuous delay method has elapsed.
For this operation the A trigger circuit continues to operate even after the B TRIG'D button is pushed in ( ) and the B sweep is triggered by the triggering pulse. Therefore, even when the delay time is continuously varied by turning the TIME DELAY POSITION knob, the starting point of the sweep moves discretely, not continuously. In the A INTEN mode, this operation is characterized by discrete shifts of the brightness-accentuated section of the sweep across the CRT screen; while in the B mode this section remains stationary.

Figure 4-15

The start point moves discretely

B trigger level
4.11 Calibration of Probe

As explained previously, the probe makes up a wide-range attenuator. Unless phase compensation is properly done, the displayed waveform is distorted causing measurement errors. Therefore, the probe must be properly compensated before use.

![Diagram of probe and compensator](image)

**Figure 4-16**

Connect the probe BNC to the INPUT terminal of CH1 or CH2 and set VOLTS/DIV switch at 10 mV. Connect the probe tip to the calibration voltage output terminal and adjust the COMPENSATOR control with an insulated screwdriver so that an ideal waveform as illustrated below is obtained.

![Waveform Examples](image)

**Figure 4-17**